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 1.  January 9 All in God’s Timing

 2. August 13 Enjoy Your Life

 3. February 4 Drawing on the Strength of God

 4. May 13 Thankful in All Circumstances

 5. January 31 Safe and Secure

 6. February 1 Keep Climbing

 7. September 19 The Mind and the Spirit

 8. February 15 The Challenge of Change

 9. April 18 Strength and Neediness

 10. April 17 Steadfast Hearts

 11. February 3 God in the Here and Now

 12. May 17 Unseen Riches

 13. August 20 Real Healing

 14. April 14 The Hope of Heaven

 15. November 19 The Latest Adventure

 16. July 13 A Deeper Love

 17. February 12 Finding Joy

 18. March 1 An Unshakeable Trust

 19. August 3 Watch Your Words

 20. June 29 The Perfect Day-Starter

 21. March 5 Embracing Adversity

 22. February 5 A Peaceful Spirit

 23. February 22 A Completely Full Life

 24. December 8 Our Needs, His Blessings

 25. October 20 A Vibrant Force

 26. August 23 Entrust Your Loved Ones to God

 27. February 18 The One Reliable Source

 28. November 11 God Knows Our Days

 29. July 27 Hope Is a Good Thing

 30. August 14 A Constant Through Change

 31. June 2 His Rule, Their Rules

 32.  November 30 Rely on Him

 33.  September 20 Don’t Sweat the Small Stuff 

 34.  October 26 A Confi dent Character

 35.  July 16 Don’t RSVP to the Pity Party

 36.  August 30 God Takes Delight in You Always

 37.  May 9 Benefi t from Your Mistakes

 38.  September 13 Here Comes the Judge

 39.  June 17 Try a Litt le Laughter

 40.  March 26 Worth the Wait

 41.  August 7 When Knowledge Isn’t Enough

 42.  December 9 Going Out on a Limb

 43.  February 19 God Is Our Strength

 44.  December 28 Be Not Afraid

 45.  July 20 Your True Gift s

 46.  June 19 Celebrate Life

 47.  September 24 A Conduit of Grace and Peace

 48.  June 1 An Unraveling World

 49.  November 14 Fully Understood

 50.  March 4 The Wolves of Worry

 51.  September 14 A Steady Transformati on

 52.  December 21 Everyday Miracles

52 Weeks of Topics for Seniors
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The Jesus Calling® Discussion Guide for Seniors

The following discussion guide questions are based on entries from the devotional Jesus Calling and are designed 

for seniors in a study or small-group setting. The selections are identified by date; however, the discussion ses-

sions do not have to be done on a specific date—the references are simply used to help you locate the passages. 

Questions can be used for group discussion or personal reflection any time of the year.

Discussion #1: All in God’s Timing

Please read the devotion (or listen if you have the Jesus Calling audiobook) and related Scripture passages from 

Jesus Calling dated January 9, and then answer/discuss these questions:

 1. What are some examples of plans you have made for your life, and what are the main action steps 
you have taken or need to take to achieve these plans?

 2. Today’s reading tells us that one of the ways God shows His sovereignty is in the timing of events. 
Think about various key landmarks that have come about in your life so far. Did they come to frui-
tion how you had planned and with the timing you were expecting?

 3. “Never Give Up” is a great motto to live by, and Romans 8:31 tells us, “If God is for us, who can be 
against us?” Sometimes it can be tempting to give up on something when it doesn’t come easy 
or in the time frame you want. Will you endeavor to keep persevering and let God, in His infinite 
wisdom, take you where you need be instead of trying to get there by yourself?
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Discussion #2: Enjoy Your Life

Please read the devotion (or listen if you have the Jesus Calling audiobook) and related Scripture passages from 

Jesus Calling dated August 13, and then answer/discuss these questions:

 1. Where are you on the spectrum of enjoying life? Are you similar to those people, as today’s read-
ing points out, who “wear sour faces and walk through their lives with resigned rigidity”? Or do 
you “walk through a day with childlike delight, savoring every blessing”? What is the reason for 
your current state?

 2. When we focus on seeking God’s presence, we can more fully enjoy life. When we focus on living a 
life that is defined by gratefulness, we project that same spirit to the world. What are some things 
you can be thankful for today? How might proclaiming your gratefulness be a good influence on 
those around you?

 3. One of today’s scriptures says, “The thief comes only to steal and kill and destroy; I have come that 
they may have life, and have it to the full” (John 10:10). How has the thief of bitterness robbed you 
of an abundant life? Instead of focusing on where life is lacking, start focusing on what God has 
done for you today.
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Discussion #3: Drawing on the Strength of God

Please read the devotion (or listen if you have the Jesus Calling audiobook) and related Scripture passages from 

Jesus Calling dated February 4, and then answer/discuss these questions:

 1. Some days we feel stronger than others. As we measure our “strong days” or “weak days,” what 
are the defining moments of each of these times? Do you find when you are weaker, you draw 
closer to God, which might lead to times of strength?

 2. In today’s reading you are admonished to “bring [God] your weakness, and receive [His] peace.” 
Instead of berating yourself when you don’t have much strength, look at your weakness as an 
opportunity to let God work in you. How might this change your attitude toward being weak?

 3. Once again, the Bible reveals God’s promise to us in these matters in Psalm 29:11: “The L��� gives 
strength to his people; the L��� blesses his people with peace.” When you have felt weak, how 
has God will infused you with His strength?
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Discussion #4: Thankful in All Circumstances

Please read the devotion (or listen if you have the Jesus Calling audiobook) and related Scripture passages from 

Jesus Calling dated May 13, and then answer/discuss these questions:

 1. How is it possible to thank God in all things? When the car breaks down? When someone you love 
is hurting? When you are feeling low?

 2. Today’s reading tells us that despite negative circumstances, we can remember that God is still 
watching over us: “Look for areas where you need to let go, leaving your cares in My able hands.” 
Think of a problem where you previously weren’t able to see God’s work at hand. What opportu-
nities for growth in Him have you found because of that problem?

 3. What areas of your life are you trying to control according to your own will? How can you give 
control to God and follow His leading instead?
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Discussion #5: Safe and Secure

Please read the devotion (or listen if you have the Jesus Calling audiobook) and related Scripture passages from 

Jesus Calling dated January 31, and then answer/discuss these questions:

 1. What issues in life worry you? What in this world makes you feel secure?

 2. How can you rely on God as your strength and shield, referred to in Psalm 28:7, when worries 
overtake you, you feel powerless, and the things you normally find security in fall away?

 3. Today’s reading speaks to how God’s presence watches over us continually. In what experiences 
are you thankful for God’s watchful care in your life—events that can’t be explained any other way 
except His hand protecting, helping, and guiding you?
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Discussion #6: Keep Climbing

Please read the devotion (or listen if you have the Jesus Calling audiobook) and related Scripture passages from 

Jesus Calling dated February 1, and then answer/discuss these questions:

 1. Think about what you’ve achieved thus far in your life, in your community, or with your family. 
What experiences have enabled you to find strength to achieve these things?

 2. Have you been through or are you going through a time in your life when you felt like you had an 
issue or a problem that seemed insurmountable? How did you or will you overcome this obstacle?

 3. The Scripture passage for today talks about “[walking] by faith, not by sight” (2 Corinthians 5:7 
����). Think about what “mountains” you are worried about today. Do you have faith that God will 
continue to lead you right where you need to be? Trust and thank Him for where He’s brought you 
thus far.
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Discussion #7: The Mind and the Spirit

Please read the devotion (or listen if you have the Jesus Calling audiobook) and related Scripture passages from 

Jesus Calling dated September 19, and then answer/discuss these questions:

 1. Think for a minute about how your day begins. What are some of the first things you see and hear? 
On TV? On billboards as you drive to work? On the radio? On the Internet? In the first hours of 
your day you are bombarded with ideas, images, and sounds that you may or may not choose on 
your own. What kind of effect do you think this has on your psyche?

 2. With all of this imagery and various forms of media swirling about us, it is easy to get distracted 
and difficult to keep our minds alert and clear. Today’s reading reminds us, “As you concentrate 
on Me, My Spirit fills your mind with Life and Peace.” How do you make time amidst the barrage 
of other stimuli in your life to fill up on these essentials from God?

 3. Romans 8:6 reiterates, “The mind controlled by the Spirit is life and peace.” In what ways can you 
allow the Spirit to rule your mind and win the battle that is being waged to distract and block you 
from true strength and peace in God’s presence?
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Discussion #8: The Challenge of Change

Please read the devotion (or listen if you have the Jesus Calling audiobook) and related Scripture passages from 

Jesus Calling dated February 15, and then answer/discuss these questions:

 1. The reading for today reminds us that we should come to God will all our weaknesses. Is there 
a physical, emotional, or spiritual weakness that you have not laid at the feet of God? How can 
acknowledging these weaknesses help you find comfort in Him?

 2. It’s tough to have the confidence to abandon ourselves to God’s will, especially if we find com-
fort in the sameness of things. Think of a time of great change in your life. Did you approach the 
change with dread and fear? Or did you welcome what it might bring? How did that approach 
affect the outcome of this change in your life?

 3. Ephesians 3:20–21 states, “Now to him who is able to do immeasurably more than all we ask 
or imagine, according to his power that is at work within us, to him be glory in the church and 
in Christ Jesus throughout all generations, for ever and ever! Amen.” Knowing that God can do 
so much more in your life than you can ever imagine, can you identify some ways God might be 
breaking you out of your routine and prompting you to experience something new with Him?
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Discussion #9: Strength and Neediness

Please read the devotion (or listen if you have the Jesus Calling audiobook) and related Scripture passage from 

Jesus Calling dated April 18, and then answer/discuss these questions:

 1. When we develop a spirit of thankfulness, we are afforded the benefit of peace. How do you make 
the correlation of daily expressions of thankfulness to the blessing of peace in your life?

 2. Today’s reading reminds us that God has designed us to “need [Him] moment by moment. As your 
awareness of your neediness increases, so does your realization of [His] abundant sufficiency.” 
Many of us pride ourselves on our own self-sufficiency, but we are designed to need God moment 
by moment. What does this do to our carefully constructed views of ourselves as being indepen-
dent and self-sustaining? By admitting this neediness, can we actually grow stronger and more 
peaceful?

 3. Strength and neediness may not seem like they would go hand in hand. But today’s scripture 
speaks to how they do: “Let us then approach the throne of grace with confidence, so that we may 
receive mercy and find grace to help us in our time of need” (Hebrews 4:16). It takes a boldness 
to admit we need help. Think of the ways you’ve become arrogant about your own strength. How 
can you choose to depend on God and, thus, accept His strength and peace?
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Discussion #10: Steadfast Hearts

Please read the devotion (or listen if you have the Jesus Calling audiobook) and related Scripture passages from 

Jesus Calling dated April 17, and then answer/discuss these questions:

 1. Our lives are ever fluctuating, filled alternately with moments of joy and pain. Even if we seem-
ingly know what to expect, we can still be caught off guard when something comes our way that 
we didn’t anticipate. In what ways do we respond to unexpected events?

 2. Today’s reading encourages us that “awareness of [God] can continue in all circumstances, no 
matter what happens.” How might this knowledge steady you when turbulent times are at hand?

 3. We will all face tumultuous times in this life, but Psalm 112:7 encourages us that we can face hard-
ships without fear when our hearts are steadfast, “trusting in the L���.” What hardships are you 
currently facing?
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Discussion #11: God in the Here and Now

Please read the devotion (or listen if you have the Jesus Calling audiobook) and related Scripture passages from 

Jesus Calling dated February 3, and then answer/discuss these questions:

 1. During difficult times, we may struggle to see God in the “here and now.” Do you ever find yourself 
bargaining with God about what you will make right in order to get through a certain hardship? 
How do you think God feels about these bargains?

 2. Today’s reading assures us that we “face nothing alone—nothing!” God promises that He will get 
us safely through this day and all our days but that we can only find Him in the present. How is God 
helping you today, even in the midst of what might be a painful time? Be sure to thank Him for all 
He has done for you.

 3. Today’s scripture reminds us that a loving God is present, even when we are experiencing misery. 
“What, then, shall we say in response to this? If God is for us, who can be against us?” (Romans 
8:31). How can you be more aware of God’s presence and love each day?
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Discussion #12: Unseen Riches

Please read the devotion (or listen if you have the Jesus Calling audiobook) and related Scripture passages from 

Jesus Calling dated May 17, and then answer/discuss these questions:

 1. What would it be like to have everything we need and to need only faith to receive it? Today’s 
reading tells us this is possible in a spiritual sense. God promises that He will “never run out of 
resources” and that His “capacity to bless you is unlimited.” Even though we live in a world of 
scarcity, do we live with belief in a loving God who supplies us with everything we need to have a 
fulfilling existence?

 2. Paul wrote this to the Philippians: “And my God will meet all your needs according to his glorious 
riches in Christ Jesus” (Philippians 4:19). When put into these terms, what do you think your true 
needs are that God will supply? What are some of the things that could be defined as “His riches?”

 3. When we live like we have everything we need, our attitudes change and our minds relax. In 
what ways do you live by “faith, not by sight” in regard to how you will be taken care of by God 
(2 Corinthians 5:7)?
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Discussion #13: Real Healing

Please read the devotion (or listen if you have the Jesus Calling audiobook) and related Scripture passages from 

Jesus Calling dated August 20, and then answer/discuss these questions:

 1. What are the occurrences, activities, or words in your life that you find to be healing? Do you 
believe that God will heal all of your afflictions?

 2. Today’s reading declares that God is a “God who heals.” However, it also tells us that in order to 
tap into this healing, we must seek it. According to this reading, what are some ways we can start 
the process of receiving healing from God?

 3. The act of seeking healing is a gesture of obedience and a discipline that God honors. We aren’t 
guaranteed to be healed of all our afflictions, but we are promised this in 2 Corinthians 12:9: “My 
grace is sufficient for you, for my power is made perfect in weakness.” In what ways has God’s 
grace been sufficient for you as He continues His perfect restoration plan?
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Discussion #14: The Hope of Heaven

Please read the devotion (or listen if you have the Jesus Calling audiobook) and related Scripture passages from 

Jesus Calling dated April 14, and then answer/discuss these questions:

 1. Do you accept that heaven is your ultimate destination? Why do you believe what you believe 
about heaven?

 2. Today’s reading supports the notion that heaven is certain and that this absolute should give you 
“Peace and Joy, to help you along your journey.” How does the promise of heaven comfort you 
along your journey?

 3. Hebrews 6:19 tells us that the hope of heaven is a strong and trustworthy “anchor for the soul, 
firm and secure. It enters the inner sanctuary behind the curtain.” As you marvel that God Himself 
will one day welcome you into His sanctuary, what pieces of heaven can you see in your life that 
give glimpses of what God has in store for you there?
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Discussion #15: The Latest Adventure

Please read the devotion (or listen if you have the Jesus Calling audiobook) and related Scripture passages from 

Jesus Calling dated November 19, and then answer/discuss these questions:

 1. As you embark on new roads through the current season of your life, consider what you have 
learned during your time on the “cliffs” where the journey was difficult. What did you learn when 
times were good?

 2. Today’s reading encourages us for a new season with these words: “Think of your life as an adven-
ture, with Me as your Guide and Companion. Live in the now, concentrating on staying in step with 
Me.” In considering where you have been, what does “living in the now” mean to you? Do you feel 
like you are more “in step” with God’s timing at this point in your journey?

 3. While your life continues to be enriched by your many experiences, this verse from Exodus 15:13 
reminds you of how God comes alongside you: “In your unfailing love you will lead the people you 
have redeemed. In your strength you will guide them to your holy dwelling.” In what ways do you 
see that God has led you in His steadfast love to a new place in your life?
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Discussion #16: A Deeper Love 

Please read the devotion (or listen if you have the Jesus Calling audiobook) and related Scripture passages from 

Jesus Calling dated July 13, and then answer/discuss these questions:

 1. To be loved fully is something many of us have striven to attain in life. We seek the love of our fam-
ily and friends and the admiration of our community. In what ways are you spending time making 
yourself feel worthier of love in your life?

 2. Try to picture, as today’s reading states, that God sees us “clothed in [His] righteousness, radiant 
in [His] perfect Love.” Then look at your answers from question 1. What things can you let go of 
from the list, as you picture yourself receiving the love of God or others?

 3. Psalm 34:5 reiterates how God views us by saying, “Those who look to him are radiant; their faces 
are never covered with shame.” Is there something in your life that makes you feel unlovable? 
Despite whatever it is, ask God to show you His view of you. Ask Him to make you aware of His 
radiant love that covers everything you find unlovable about yourself.
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Discussion #17: Finding Joy

Please read the devotion (or listen if you have the Jesus Calling audiobook) and related Scripture passages from 

Jesus Calling dated February 12, and then answer/discuss these questions:

 1. Today’s reading lets you know that when you look to Jesus, “knowing [Him] as God with you, you 
experience Joy.” What are the things in life that bring you immediate joy?

 2. Psalm 37:4 tells you to delight “in the L��� and he will give you the desires of your heart.” What 
does it mean to you to delight in the Lord? Do you believe that by doing this, He will provide all 
that you need?

 3. Think about what you’ve longed for in life. Examine those desires, and hold them up to God’s 
promise to fulfill the desires of your heart. How will you look differently at what you have, or don’t 
have, knowing that God fulfills your desires?
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Discussion #18: An Unshakeable Trust

Please read the devotion (or listen if you have the Jesus Calling audiobook) and related Scripture passages from 

Jesus Calling dated March 1, and then answer/discuss these questions:

 1. What things do you put your trust in daily that you believe will give you peace and security in life?

 2. Today’s reading tells us, “Well-developed trust will bring you many blessings.” Think of times when 
you wholly trusted in God when you had fallen on hard times. What happened?

 3. Think about a time in your life when you experienced failure or loss. Where did you find the 
strength to recover? Can you see any blessings that came from the experience?
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Discussion #19: Watch Your Words

Please read the devotion (or listen if you have the Jesus Calling audiobook) and related Scripture passages from 

Jesus Calling dated August 3, and then answer/discuss these questions:

 1. The reading for today reminds us, “Words have such great power to bless or to wound.” How have 
someone’s words blessed you recently? Have some other words wounded you?

 2. Think about the hundreds of words you’ve spoken daily. If you were to string your conversations 
and words into a book, how would people benefit from what you are saying? How does this make 
you think about the legacy of the words you have spoken?

 3. Proverbs 12:18 reiterates that “reckless words pierce like a sword, but the tongue of the wise 
brings healing.” Have you ever felt that you have been reckless with your words? What measures 
can you take to choose your words carefully so you can be a blessing to yourself and others?
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Discussion #20: The Perfect Day-Starter

Please read the devotion (or listen if you have the Jesus Calling audiobook) and related Scripture passages from 

Jesus Calling dated June 29, and then answer/discuss these questions:

 1. As your feet hit the ground from your bed to start the day, what are your first thoughts? How do 
these thoughts affect the course of your day?

 2. If your thoughts are anxious as you start your day, you might consider what today’s reading tells 
you about starting your day by connecting to God: “Suddenly your day brightens and feels more 
user-friendly. You cannot dread a day that is vibrant with My presence.” How might starting your 
day this way change the direction of your life?

 3. Today’s reading also points out that we might be asking ourselves the wrong question each day: 
“If such and such happens, can I handle it?” Instead we should be posing the notion that anything 
that happens can be handled by God and us together. Think about the words of Psalm 5:3, one of 
today’s Scripture passages: “In the morning, O L���, you hear my voice; in the morning I lay my 
requests before you and wait in expectation.” Do you make time to talk with God in the morning? 
For one week, start each day connecting to God, and see what your next week looks like!
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Discussion #21: Embracing Adversity

Please read the devotion (or listen if you have the Jesus Calling audiobook) and related Scripture passages from 

Jesus Calling dated March 5, and then answer/discuss these questions:

 1. When we don’t embrace our problems, they may become a stumbling block to our faith in God 
when we move into areas of distrust or defiance. Can you think of a time when you allowed a 
problem to overwhelm you and even blamed God for its negative presence in your life? How did 
you work through this?

 2. Unfortunately, not all problems go away completely. However, God’s wisdom provides peace 
and clarity so we can realize that He has it all under control. Through Christ, as mentioned in 1 
Corinthians 1:23–24, we can tap into God’s power and wisdom to endure problems. Can you think 
of a problem you’ve been trying to handle on your own, or maybe even avoid, that you can now 
face head on, knowing that God’s power and wisdom are on your side?

 3. It may seem counterintuitive to embrace your problems. However, today’s reading tells us “every 
problem can teach you something, transforming you little by little into the masterpiece [He] cre-
ated you to be.” Consider a problem you’re currently dealing with. What can you learn in the 
process of working out this problem?
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Discussion #22: A Peaceful Spirit

Please read the devotion (or listen if you have the Jesus Calling audiobook) and related Scripture passages from 

Jesus Calling dated February 5, and then answer/discuss these questions:

 1. What is your definition of being peaceful? In what ways have you endeavored to bring peace into 
your life without God’s help?

 2. Romans 8:6 tells us, “The mind controlled by the Spirit is life and peace.” Are there worries and 
fears controlling your mind? What does it mean to let the Spirit control your mind?

 3. Today’s reading says that “you can have as much of [God] and [His] Peace as you want, through 
thousands of correct choices each day.” What choices will you make today to usher more of God’s 
peace into your life?
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Discussion #23: A Completely Full Life

Please read the devotion (or listen if you have the Jesus Calling audiobook) and related Scripture passages from 

Jesus Calling dated February 22, and then answer/discuss these questions:

 1. During many points in our lives, we might not be able to do certain things we used to do. It’s 
tempting to feel sorry for ourselves or feel inadequate if we’re not able to do everything by our-
selves. Think of some things that you may need to cut back in your life, and consider why it’s okay 
to let these things go.

 2. In the reading from today, we are presented with the idea that our “inadequacy presents [us] with 
a continual choice—deep dependence on [God], or despair.” What are some ways you can avoid 
the pitfall of feeling inadequate and instead actively depend on God to restore your confidence?

 3. In John 16:24 we are told, “Ask and keep on asking and you will receive, so that your joy (gladness, 
delight) may be full and complete” (���). As worries prey on your mind and tell you that you’re 
not doing enough, whisper a prayer to God, invoking His name to remind you of His presence and 
that He is continually making you “full and complete.”
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Discussion #24: Our Needs, His Blessings

Please read the devotion (or listen if you have the Jesus Calling audiobook) and related Scripture passages from 

Jesus Calling dated December 8, and then answer/discuss these questions:

 1. We spend a large part of our lives striving to take care of ourselves and others, and working hard 
toward being self-sufficient. Today’s devotion tells us that God never meant for us to be self-
sufficient; the desires that are instilled in us are to be met by Him. Think of what you’ve worked 
toward in your life. Are you using your own strength to accomplish these goals or are you relying 
on God to sustain you?

 2. It’s easy to try to fill these God-given desires with temporary “gods,” like money or social stat-
ure. As we turn our hearts toward His, we are able to see that what He has provided day by day 
will give us a much “richer” life than anything we’ve striven toward on our own. Can you think of 
blessings God has bestowed on you that have much more value than anything you earned in this 
world?

 3. Philippians 4:19 says, “And my God will meet all your needs according to his glorious riches in 
Christ Jesus.” Think about this notion and what you believe you need in life. Are you ready to 
embrace the promise that God can meet all your needs? How will this influence how you face each 
day?
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Discussion #25: A Vibrant Force

Please read the devotion (or listen if you have the Jesus Calling audiobook) and related Scripture passages from 

Jesus Calling dated October 20, and then answer/discuss these questions:

 1. Today’s reading reminds us that only in Jesus will we find “lasting abundant life.” Although our 
bodies and minds may fail us over time, all is not lost. We can grow increasingly stronger in our 
faith through a close relationship to Jesus. Can you think of some ways in which this spiritual 
strength can sustain you when your physical strength dwindles?

 2. The energy Christ imparts as we walk with Him will help us develop an “inner aliveness” that 
makes us seem younger than our years. Colossians 1:29 states, “To this end I labor, struggling with 
all his energy, which so powerfully works in me.” What are some steps you can take today to begin 
building this inner fortitude that comes when you align yourself with Christ?

 3. God is the most vibrant force we can tap into. Think of the qualities He gives us that last long 
beyond our own physical energy, endurance, or intellect. Give thanks to God for these qualities 
that He pours into us during every phase of our lives.
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Discussion #26: Entrust Your Loved Ones to God

Please read the devotion (or listen if you have the Jesus Calling audiobook) and related Scripture passages from 

Jesus Calling dated August 23, and then answer/discuss these questions:

 1. What are some things you worry about regarding your close family and friends? Now ask yourself, 
does your staying awake at night worrying about these things make any difference toward chang-
ing the situation?

 2. It’s natural to have concerns about the people we love. Today’s reading reminds us that when you 
“release loved ones to [God], you are free to cling to [His] hand. . . . [His] presence will go with them
wherever they go.” Examine your concerns and release them to God so that your mind may rest, 
and pray that you can see where He is working in your loved ones’ lives.

 3. One of today’s scriptures explains that God’s presence is with us and that we are promised rest. 
Review Exodus 33:14. As you put your concerns about your loved ones into God’s hands, keep 
track of the ways God is working each day in their lives. Though it may be difficult, thank God for 
the ways He is molding and shaping them to be just who He created them to be.
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Discussion #27: The One Reliable Source

Please read the passage (or listen if you have the Jesus Calling audiobook) and related Scripture passages from 

Jesus Calling dated February 18, and then answer/discuss these questions:

 1. Think about a time when someone you know let you down or disappointed you. How did this 
make you feel? How did you handle the situation?

 2. Today’s passage reminds us that we can always count on God. When He says, “I am with you,” we 
know He will never fail us. He is our “safety net, protecting [us] from falling into despair.” Others 
may let us down because they are human, just as we are. Are you able to rely on God and forgive 
others when they fail you?

 3. Review Psalm 73:23–26. This scripture reminds us, “My flesh and my heart may fail, but God is the 
strength of my heart and my portion forever.” In what ways can you identify God giving strength 
to your heart when things or people fail you?
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Discussion #28: God Knows Our Days

Please read the devotion (or listen if you have the Jesus Calling audiobook) and related Scripture passages from 

Jesus Calling dated November 11, and then answer/discuss these questions:

 1. Do you ever have one of those days where everything seems to be off-kilter? How do you let these 
days affect you?

 2. Today’s reading gives us some insight into how a difficult day might shape our outlooks: “Your 
tendency upon awakening is to assess the difficulties ahead of you, measuring them against your 
average strength. This is an exercise in unreality.” Why is it disadvantageous to imagine how we 
might overcome the difficulties of the day before we even know what they are?

 3. Psalm 105:4 encourages us to “look to the L��� and his strength; seek his face always.” God 
knows what each of our days contains. Think about a typical morning and how you sort through 
the concerns that the day will bring. Instead of predicting the pitfalls that might happen, begin 
each day anew with prayer, and tap into the power God will give you to handle each day. Spend 
some time thanking God for giving you His strength each day.
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Discussion #29: Hope Is a Good Thing

Please read the devotion (or listen if you have the Jesus Calling audiobook) and related Scripture passages from 

Jesus Calling dated July 27, and then answer/discuss these questions:

 1. Today’s reading says, “Hope is a golden cord connecting you to heaven.” Why do you think it is 
important, no matter where you are in life, to be hopeful? What happens when hope starts to 
dwindle?

 2. Review Romans 12:12, and think about the directive it gives: “Be joyful in hope, patient in afflic-
tion, faithful in prayer.” When life is disappointing or difficult, how do you find patience and remain 
hopeful that God will bring you through whatever you are facing?

 3. In 1 Thessalonians 5:8, we are told, “But since we belong to the day, let us be self-controlled, put-
ting on faith and love as a breastplate, and the hope of salvation as a helmet.” When you think 
about arming yourself with faith, love, and hope each day, how do you think this will affect your 
attitude in dealing with afflictions, pains, or hardships?
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Discussion #30: A Constant Through Change

Please read the devotion (or listen if you have the Jesus Calling audiobook) and related Scripture passages from 

Jesus Calling dated August 14, and then answer/discuss these questions:

 1. It may seem that the world is ever changing around us; friends come and go, children grow up, 
careers begin and end. It can be a challenge to keep up with it all. What are some things you see 
changing around you that directly affect you, and how do you cope in an ever-changing world?

 2. Despite our attempts to alter it, even our physical bodies are changing; it’s a reality of our exis-
tence. Today’s entry assures us that, in spite of changes around us and changes to our own being, 
God is “the same yesterday and today and forever.” How does this knowledge influence how you 
deal with changes in yourself and with the world in general?

 3. Psalm 48:14 states, “For this God is our God for ever and ever; he will be our guide even to the 
end.” With the promise of an unchanging God walking with you through life, how does this influ-
ence your view of an ever-changing world and your perspective on eternity when life on earth has 
passed?
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Discussion #31: His Rule, Their Rules

Please read the devotion (or listen if you have the Jesus Calling audiobook) and related Scripture passages from 

Jesus Calling dated June 2, and then answer/discuss these questions:

 1. As a child finds safety in rules and gentle discipline, so do we also find comfort in structure and 
guidelines that help us find our way in this world. However, we can become so dependent on regu-
lations that our self-made rules become a prison that keeps us from experiencing all we’re meant 
to experience. Today’s reading warns us not to “be like Pharisees” who got “so wrapped up in their 
own rules that they lost sight of [God].” Do you feel like you are a rigid rule follower to the extent 
you might be missing the freedoms that God’s rule over you allows for your life?

 2. Today’s reading warns us, “Even today, man-made rules about how to live the Christian life enslave 
many people.” Do you know of any people, including yourself, who have been subject to man-
made rules that didn’t reflect the heart of God or His Word? What do you think the best action is 
when these kinds of rules are presented?

 3. When we are concerned about keeping a man-made set of rules, we turn our eyes from God and 
look to our own abilities to keep the rules. John wrote, “Dear friends, now we are children of God, 
and what we will be has not yet been made known. But we know that when he appears, we shall 
be like him, for we shall see him as he is” (1 John 3:2). Ask God to show you the difference between 
His rule over your heart and the rules made by man.
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Discussion #32: Rely on Him

Please read the devotion (or listen if you have the Jesus Calling audiobook) and related Scripture passages from 

Jesus Calling dated November 30, and then answer/discuss these questions:

 1. When we face problems, our natural response is to take control of whatever we can. What are 
some problems you are currently facing? What does your automatic problem-solving mode look 
like?

 2. Today’s reading reminds you not to “weigh yourself down with responsibilities that are not your 
own.” Have you been taking on burdens that only serve to bring you stress? How can you give 
these burdens to God and free yourself from this unnecessary weight?

 3. In Luke 10:41–42, Jesus assured Martha that she did not need to be worried and upset about her 
hospitality duties. He said, “Only one thing is needed.” What was the one thing Martha needed to 
concentrate on? What should you focus on when a problem arises?
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Discussion #33: Don’t Sweat the Small Stuff

Please read the devotion (or listen if you have the Jesus Calling audiobook) and related Scripture passages from 

Jesus Calling dated September 20, and then answer/discuss these questions:

 1. Life’s inconveniences, whether they be as small as spilling a drink and staining your shirt to as big 
as an unexpected home repair, can throw us into a funk. What is your tendency when approach-
ing these annoyances? Do you shrug them off or let them build until you are walking around in 
frustration?

 2. Today’s reading encourages us to take an “oh, well” attitude toward these inevitable disturbances 
in our existence: “This simple discipline can protect you from being burdened with an accumu-
lation of petty cares and frustrations.” How can you discern when a problem has an “oh, well” 
status and dismiss it from your mind more quickly?

 3. One of today’s scriptures reminds us, “For our light and momentary troubles are achieving for 
us an eternal glory that far outweighs them all” (2 Corinthians 4:17). Begin to unburden yourself 
from the small stuff by practicing the “oh, well” strategy this week, and see if you find yourself less 
frustrated next week. Ask God to help you adopt this strategy.
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Discussion #34: A Confident Character

Please read the devotion (or listen if you have the Jesus Calling audiobook) and related Scripture passage from 

Jesus Calling dated October 26, and then answer/discuss these questions:

 1. We live in a time when many people are striving on their own to obtain the best life possible, and 
as today’s reading points out, everyone’s “taking care of number one.” Where confidence is lack-
ing, we look for ways to make ourselves more likeable and needed by others. What kinds of things 
do you employ to feel better about yourself?

 2. It may seem counterintuitive, but true confidence comes from complete dependence on God. 
The Scripture reference for today in John 15:5 reminds us that when we remain with God, we will 
“bear much fruit.” Without God, we “can do nothing.” What have you produced in life that didn’t 
come from your efforts alone but from God’s work in them?

 3. When you find yourself in a place where you don’t feel confident or feel “less than,” remember 
your identity and purpose come from God. You may find a temporary ego boost through your 
own efforts, but God can lead you to real self-esteem by devotion to Him. Think of something (or 
someone) that has been eating away at your self-confidence, and ask God to help you trust that in 
His presence your true worth and strength of character will blossom.
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Discussion #35: Don’t RSVP to the Pity Party

Please read the devotion (or listen if you have the Jesus Calling audiobook) and related Scripture passages from 

Jesus Calling dated July 16, and then answer/discuss these questions:

 1. We are told this in today’s reading: “Self-pity is a slimy, bottomless pit.” What do you think it 
means to feel sorry for yourself? What are some circumstances that have put you in that state of 
mind?

 2. God gives us the key to climbing out of the mire of our self-pitying ways. In Psalm 40:2, David 
recounted, “[God] lifted me out of the slimy pit, out of the mud and mire; he set my feet on a rock 
and gave me a firm place to stand.” Though David had many reasons to feel sorry for himself, as he 
was being hunted down by the king, he chose to let God “put a new song in [his] mouth, a hymn 
of praise to our God” (Psalm 40:3). What might it mean to you to be able to sing a new song in the 
throes of a “pity party?”

 3. As you feel yourself slipping into a pattern of self-pity and perhaps being paralyzed by hopeless-
ness, imagine overcoming, with God’s help, whatever it is that has you in the pit. What might be 
the lasting outcomes for yourself and others in showing faith that He will bring you out of despair?
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Discussion #36: God Takes Delight in You Always

Please read the devotion (or listen if you have the Jesus Calling audiobook) and related Scripture passages from 

Jesus Calling dated August 30, and then answer/discuss these questions:

 1. Has there ever been a time in your life when you felt like you were completely by yourself with no 
one to help you? How did you deal with feeling exiled or alone?

 2. The reading for today asserts, “There is no place so desolate that you cannot find [God] there.” 
Have you ever felt that there was a purpose in being in a solitary place to renew your heart and 
mind? What positive things can come from having this quiet alone time?

 3. The Scripture reference today in Psalm 139:7–10 shows that David recognized, even in his loneli-
est, most desolate times, that God was with him. He said, “Your hand will guide me, your right 
hand will hold me fast.” Are you able to recognize, even when you might be rejected or separated 
from people and comforts, that God is there, loving you and taking delight in you?
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Discussion #37: Benefit from Your Mistakes

Please read the devotion (or listen if you have the Jesus Calling audiobook) and related Scripture passages from 

Jesus Calling dated May 9, and then answer/discuss these questions:

 1. “Don’t be so hard on yourself,” today’s reading admonishes. Are you your own worst critic? Do 
you dwell on mistakes and regrets for things you’ve done over the span of your life? What are 
these things you tend to “beat yourself up” about?

 2. We all make mistakes; it is a condition of our human existence. Thinking that we can live a perfect 
life is an impossible notion. Reflect on some mistakes you may have made on your life’s journey. 
How can these missteps turn into blessings or help you have empathy for others who have gone 
through the same challenges?

 3. The promise from Romans 8:28 can fill us with assurance that even our mistakes can be turned 
into triumphs through our relationship with Christ: “And we know that in all things God works for 
the good of those who love him, who have been called according to his purpose.” Forgive yourself 
for mistakes that come to mind, and rejoice that God shows you more grace than you are often 
able to show yourself.
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Discussion #38: Here Comes the Judge

Please read the devotion (or listen if you have the Jesus Calling audiobook) and related Scripture passages from 

Jesus Calling dated September 13, and then answer/discuss these questions:

 1. Experience in life and wisdom gained throughout the years can make it very tempting to get into 
a pattern of habitual judging. As today’s reading points out, “You form judgments about this situ-
ation, that situation, this person, that person, yourself, even the weather—as if judging were your 
main function in life.” Do you consider yourself a person who makes immovable judgments? Or do 
you give situations and people the benefit of the doubt?

 2. Today’s reading goes on to remind us that when we become “preoccupied with passing judgment,” 
we usurp God’s role in our lives. How can you keep yourself in check when making judgments, and 
allow God, the true Judge, to work His way in you?

 3. In humility, we need to remember that the Creator has the final say and that our evaluations need 
to become responses of thankfulness. Today’s scripture reiterates this by asking, “But who are 
you, O man, to talk back to God?” It then asks, “Shall what is formed say to him who formed it, 
‘Why did you make me like this?’” (Romans 9:20). Practice turning your daily judgments into state-
ments of gratefulness this week. Ask God to give you this attitude of humility and gratitude.
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Discussion #39: Try a Little Laughter

Please read the devotion (or listen if you have the Jesus Calling audiobook) and related Scripture passages from 

Jesus Calling dated June 17, and then answer/discuss these questions:

 1. Think about the last time you really laughed and how it made you feel. Have you ever been able 
to find the humorous side of a bad situation? What did that look like for you?

 2. Today’s reading suggests that “laughter lightens your load and lifts your heart into heavenly 
places” and that “just as parents delight in the laughter of their children, so [God delights] in hear-
ing [His] children laugh.” Can you think of a time when you were angry or sad and someone made 
you laugh? How did your attitude toward the situation change when lightness was brought into 
the mix?

 3. Proverbs 17:22 tells us, “A cheerful heart is good medicine.” Conversely, it says, “A crushed spirit 
dries up the bones.” Look for ways to laugh this week so you are able to rise above any situations 
that might tend to diminish your spirit. Ask God to help you establish this cheerful heart.
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Discussion #40: Worth the Wait

Please read the devotion (or listen if you have the Jesus Calling audiobook) and related Scripture passages from 

Jesus Calling dated March 26, and then answer/discuss these questions:

 1. Have you ever felt like your life is just one long wait? Waiting in line, waiting for someone to get 
back with you, waiting for the end of some project or trial. It seems like we’re always waiting! How 
can we turn this time of “impatient” waiting into “productive” waiting as we anticipate God to 
reveal what’s ahead?

 2. Today’s reading demonstrates God’s promise for those who wait on Him, namely “renewed
strength” and “resurgence of hope, awareness of [His] continual Presence.” Think about some of 
the things you are waiting on. What are you learning during the waiting process?

 3. Review Lamentations 3:24–26. How does your quiet patience go hand in hand with hope in the 
Lord?
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Discussion #41: When Knowledge Isn’t Enough

Please read the devotion (or listen if you have the Jesus Calling audiobook) and related Scripture passages from 

Jesus Calling dated August 7, and then answer/discuss these questions:

 1. Sometimes it’s easy to think if we just “knew it all,” life would be a lot easier. We glean informa-
tion from the media, the Internet, and other sources to try to make sense out of everything that is 
swirling around us. In what ways do you strive for knowledge or try to “figure things out” to make 
life less mysterious?

 2. Today’s reading reminds us that “the wisest of all men, Solomon, could never think his way through 
to Peace.” If we can remember that having peace is where the true heart of living resides, to what 
or whom will we turn our thoughts?

 3. We sometimes forget that we should “lean not on [our] own understanding” (as illustrated in 
Proverbs 3:5–6) instead of trusting in the Lord with all our hearts. When we find ourselves in 
search of answers that we’re not finding, how can we remember to trust Him in the midst of 
uncertainty?
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Discussion #42: Going Out on a Limb

Please read the devotion (or listen if you have the Jesus Calling audiobook) and related Scripture passages from 

Jesus Calling dated December 9, and then answer/discuss these questions:

 1. It is difficult to move ahead if we continually hold on to what is safe and consistent in our lives. 
What are the safe strongholds of your life that keep you from branching out into a bolder journey 
of faith?

 2. Today’s reading beseeches us to be “willing to go out on a limb” with God. Think of a time when 
you took a risk because of faith. What was the outcome?

 3. That memorable passage in Psalm 23:4 assures us that even when we walk through something as 
frightening as “the valley of the shadow of death,” God is with us. Knowing this, what does taking 
a risk in order to move to a higher place with God look like? Lift up a prayer, asking Him to give you 
the courage to take that step toward a bolder way of living.
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Discussion #43: God Is Our Strength

Please read the devotion (or listen if you have the Jesus Calling audiobook) and related Scripture passages from 

Jesus Calling dated February 19, and then answer/discuss these questions:

 1. Every year we encounter challenges and hurdles. Today’s reading tells us that to overcome these 
difficulties, we must spend “quality time with [God]” and offer up our prayers and petitions to 
Him. When you’ve been able to do this consistently, how have your circumstances or your per-
spective about your problems changed?

 2. Think of a time in your life when you were able to experience joy in the midst of a challenging 
season. How do you think it’s possible to find joy during dark times?

 3. Today’s passage in Habakkuk 3:19 reminds us, “The Sovereign L��� is my strength; he makes 
my feet like the feet of a deer; he enables me to go on the heights.” As you contemplate today’s 
problems, how does this promise resonate with you and affect your view of your circumstances?
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Discussion #44: Be Not Afraid

Please read the devotion (or listen if you have the Jesus Calling audiobook) and related Scripture passages from 

Jesus Calling dated December 28, and then answer/discuss these questions:

 1. We all have fears, and those fears may ebb and flow, depending on what season of life we are in. 
What did you used to fear that no longer scares you? What enabled you to dismiss these fears?

 2. Many of us have a tendency to dwell on what scares us until we are frozen in fear, often causing us 
to miss out on moments of joy had our fear not stopped us in our tracks. Today’s reading reminds 
you that if you “focus on such dangers and forget that [God is] your Refuge in all circumstances, 
you will become increasingly fearful.” What are the things that cause you to become more fear-
ful? What can you do to take your focus away from these things and focus on the blessings God is 
bestowing on our world?

 3. Today’s scripture in Psalm 46:1 tells us, “God is our refuge and strength, an ever-present help in 
trouble.” In what ways can you see God in the present, and how is He sustaining you as your ref-
uge and strength during times of trouble?
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Discussion #45: Your True Gifts

Please read the devotion (or listen if you have the Jesus Calling audiobook) and related Scripture passages from 

Jesus Calling dated July 20, and then answer/discuss these questions:

 1. Today’s reading tells us that in order to follow God wholeheartedly, we must “relinquish [our] 
desire to please other people.” Think about what you are doing for others, and examine your 
motives. Are you helping others only to gain their admiration or approval? Why?

 2. Selflessness is a wonderful quality, and sharing your gifts with others is a wonderful act. The read-
ing goes on to tell us God is constantly developing our gifts and, by drawing close to Him, we “will 
bless others by enabling [ourselves] to shine brightly in this dark world.” What gifts do you have 
that naturally flow from you to others and aren’t based on how you would like the world to view 
you?

 3. Today’s scripture in Philippians 2:15 reiterates the point that we do not have to be afraid to be dif-
ferent from other people. We follow the path God has for us so that we “may become blameless 
and pure, children of God without fault in a crooked and depraved generation, in which [we] shine 
like stars in the universe.” How can you allow others to see the fullness of God’s gifts in your life?
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Discussion #46: Celebrate Life

Please read the devotion (or listen if you have the Jesus Calling audiobook) and related Scripture passages from 

Jesus Calling dated June 19, and then answer/discuss these questions:

 1. Our reading for today encourages us that God is “the firm foundation on which [we] can dance 
and sing and celebrate [His] presence.” Are you a person who leads a very structured life? What 
might it look like to let go of control and take the time to celebrate what God has done for you?

 2. Often we implement planning and structure to give us the sense that our lives are in our control. 
Do you believe you ultimately have control over what happens in your life? How can you balance 
the need for structure with the notion that God points you in the right direction for your life?

 3. Today’s scripture says, “[God] is able to keep you from falling and to present you before his glori-
ous presence without fault and with great joy” (Jude v. 24). How does this verse relieve you from 
the stress of living a perfectly structured life? What changes can you make to rely more on God 
than on your own structure?
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Discussion #47: A Conduit of Grace and Peace

Please read the devotion (or listen if you have the Jesus Calling audiobook) and related Scripture passages from 

Jesus Calling dated September 24, and then answer/discuss these questions:

 1. Do you know someone who is, as the saying goes, “too heavenly minded to be any earthly good”? 
Today’s reading encourages us that when we genuinely seek God first in our lives, our other rela-
tionships will not be hindered. In fact, “it will increase [our] ability to give love and encouragement 
to them.” How do you think seeking God will benefit those around you?

 2. Some of us are so active in our world that we barely have time to whisper a good-night prayer. 
Today’s reading tells us that we can be “active in the world, yet one step removed from it.” What 
does it mean to you to be in the world but not of it?

 3. Ultimately, a good goal for our lives is to show as much grace and peace as possible to others. 
Today’s scripture in 2 Peter 1:2 says, “Grace and peace be yours in abundance through the knowl-
edge of God and of Jesus our Lord.” In what ways can you put God first this week, before any tasks 
you must complete? When you do this, see if your attitude toward others changes.
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Discussion #48: An Unraveling World

Please read the devotion (or listen if you have the Jesus Calling audiobook) and related Scripture passages from 

Jesus Calling dated June 1, and then answer/discuss these questions:

 1. We are all a part of a world that is fallen. Because of this, the world may “always seem to be unrav-
eling around the edges.” Today’s reading says, “Expect to find trouble in this day.” What is your 
impression of the condition of the world? How do you deal with daily troubles?

 2. Today’s reading says, “Let the Holy Spirit guide you step by step, protecting you from unnecessary 
trials and equipping you to get through whatever must be endured.” What do you do to prepare 
for each day? Do you spend time in prayer in order to be ready for whatever may happen?

 3. Psalm 18:30 tells us, “As for God, his way is perfect; the word of the L��� is flawless. He is a shield 
for all who take refuge in him.” Are you able to trust God through trials, believing that He will 
guide you through any crisis?
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Discussion #49: Fully Understood

Please read the devotion (or listen if you have the Jesus Calling audiobook) and related Scripture passages from 

Jesus Calling dated November 14, and then answer/discuss these questions:

 1. Our spirits crave to be understood. When we feel heard and affirmed, there is something inside 
us that is fulfilled, soothed, and calmed. Today’s reading tells us that we can “bask in the luxury of 
being fully understood and unconditionally loved” by God. If you were to tap into this well of love 
and understanding every day, what difference would it make in your life? If you already do this, 
how has it affected you thus far?

 2. We should “rejoice in this mysterious miracle” of God’s spirit within us. Think of a time when you 
didn’t feel understood. Perhaps you had some feelings that you thought no one else could relate 
to. How did that make you feel? Were you able to realize that God understands you? Did you find 
comfort in giving those feelings to Him?

 3. When David from the Bible was being pursued by his enemies, he felt alone and misunderstood. 
In Psalm 34:5, however, David reflected on how God heard him and helped him. He said, “Those 
who look to Him are radiant; their faces are never covered with shame.” Ask God to help you trust 
Him to release you from your fears and have faith that He hears you and helps you.
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Discussion #50: The Wolves of Worry

Please read the devotion (or listen if you have the Jesus Calling audiobook) and related Scripture passages from 

Jesus Calling dated March 4, and then answer/discuss these questions:

 1. Worry can fill up our lives and take up a large residence in our minds. Today’s reading says, “In this 
world there will always be something enticing you to worry.” How do you handle worries? Do you 
try to fix whatever is worrying you? Or do you allow it to consume your mind, considering multiple 
scenarios of possible results of these worries?

 2. Worry is not a physical action but a very real state of mind that can steal hours from our days. 
Luke 12:25–26 reminds us, “Who of you by worrying can add a single hour to his life? Since you 
cannot do this very little thing, why do you worry about the rest?” What does this verse mean to 
you? Have you ever found a state of worry to be helpful toward making a bad situation better?

 3. Think about some of your current worries. Will your nervous thoughts benefit the situation? Is 
there something you can do to help the situation? If both of the answers to these questions are 
no, ask God to help you see His perspective on the situation, and allow Him to eradicate the wor-
risome thoughts from your mind.
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Discussion #51: A Steady Transformation

Please read the devotion (or listen if you have the Jesus Calling audiobook) and related Scripture passages from 

Jesus Calling dated September 14, and then answer/discuss these questions:

 1. Despite all the work and effort you’ve put into your life, does it ever feel as if you are making mini-
mal progress toward your goals? Or do you feel as if your life has come to a standstill? How do you 
cope with those feelings?

 2. Today’s reading says, “Even the most routine part of your day can be a spiritual act of worship.” 
How can you can approach those lulls in your life and turn them into productive times of seeking 
God’s presence?

 3. Today’s scripture from Romans 12:2 reminds you not to “conform any longer to the pattern of 
this world, but be transformed by the renewing of your mind. Then you will be able to test and 
approve what God’s will is—his good, pleasing and perfect will.” As you go through the daily rou-
tines of life, what can you identify in your life that proves what God’s will is for you? How can you 
continue to transform your mind, even during the mundane times of life?
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Discussion #52: Everyday Miracles

Please read the devotion (or listen if you have the Jesus Calling audiobook) and related Scripture passages from 

Jesus Calling dated December 21, and then answer/discuss these questions:

 1. We witness miracles daily that we may just view as coincidence or good luck. Can you think of 
something that has happened to you recently that you couldn’t explain how it came to be, but it 
impacted your life positively?

 2. Today’s reading urges us to “expect to see miracles.” If you started deliberately looking for 
miracles, how could this practice change how you view the normality of each day?

 3. Jesus said in John 11:40, “Did I not tell you that if you believed, you would see the glory of God?” 
What have you witnessed today that reflected God’s glory? When you recognize these miracles 
around you, acknowledge them by thanking God.








